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ABSTRACT:

With the rapidly evolving Web 2.0 technologies, people with little technical knowledge are empowered to use relatively unsophisticated publication facilities for web publishing, social networking and online collaboration (Fielder 2004). The World Wide Web (WWW) has presented an ideal communication medium for students to share information in a global community. In the summer of 2009, the Department of Business and Economics of Marietta College launched the BEConnect project, in hopes to better connect students of the department with peers, faculty, alumni and potential employers. The system aims to replace traditional paper-based student portfolio development, encourage timely academic reflection, promote learning beyond physical classroom walls, engage potential employers to interact with students and ultimately form an E-Community that greatly enhances the learning experience of its residents. The BEConnect E-Community integrates a combination of open source software, including the Joomla Content Management Systems (CMS), WordPress multi-user (MU) blogging platform, BuddyPress social networking component and SimplePress discussion forum. This paper investigates how Web2.0 and open source web technologies can be used to support a robust academic E-Community. In particular, it presents the framework and implementation of the open source software for the BEConnect E-Community website.
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